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EMERGENCY PROCEDURE GUIDE - TRANSPORT FOR: ENVIRONMENTALLY HAZARDOUS
SUBSTANCES, N.O.S. - LIQUID* SOLID* UN NO: LIQUID* 3082 UN NO: SOLID* 3077
9C1
Emergency Procedure
ENVIRONMENTALLY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE, LIQUID, N.O.S.

UN No
3082

TRADE NAME
FOSROC CONBEXTRA EP935 BASE

HAZCHEM
•3Z

EMERGENCY CONTACTS
Organisation

POLICE OR FIRE BRIGADE DIAL
Location

Parchem Construction Supplies Pty Ltd

7 Lucca Road Wyong, NSW 2259
AUSTRALIA

000

Telephone

Ask for

Au: 1800 638 556
NZ: 0800 154 666

HAZARD
Fire

May burn.

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
If This Happens

Do This

For All Emergencies

Shut off engine and any electrical equipment and leave off . No smoking, naked
lights or other sources of ignition in the immediate vicinity. Evacuate the immediate
area; keep upwind. Check for spills or leaks. Send message to police and fire
brigade. Tell them the location, material, UN Number, quantity and emergency
contact as well as condition of vehicle and damage observed. Warn other traffic.
Carry out action under For All Emergencies. Avoid moving vehicle if movement
could cause or increase spillage.
Spills are environmentally hazardous. NOTE: So as to ensure that no lasting
environmental damage occurs, monitoring of the location may be required following
any spillage. Carry out action under For All Emergencies. Wear chemical-resistant
gloves and boots, and additional protective clothing appropriate to the product. Stop
leak if safe to do so, e.g. reposition container or vehicle. Prevent spilled product
from spreading or entering drains or water courses by banking with sand or earth.
Absorb small liquid spills with sand or earth. Do not wash residues away with water.
Carry out action under For All Emergencies. For minor fire use extinguisher
provided (Trained Personnel). For major fire (Emergency Services): Wear
chemical-resistant gloves and boots, and additional protective clothing appropriate
to the product. If safe to do so, fight fire with extinguishants appropriate to the
HAZCHEM Code, if known (See HAZCHEM BOX on this card). Otherwise, use
water fog or fine water spray, alcohol-compatible foam, or dry chemical
extinguishant. Cool adjacent area with water fog or fine water spray. Prevent run- off
from entering drains or water courses by banking with sand or earth. If unable to
control fire, withdraw personnel from the area and warn against entry.

Tanker/Vehicle Accident
Spill or Leak

Fire

FIRST AID
Inhaled
Eye
Skin
Swallowed
Burns

If overcome by smoke or fumes, remove to a safe area. Apply artificial respiration if
not breathing. Keep warm. Get to a hospital or doctor quickly.
Hold eyes open and flood with water. Get to a hospital or doctor quickly.
CONTAMINATION OF CLOTHING: Wash contaminated clothing with copious
quantities of water.
Contact a doctor or Poisons Information Centre. Get to a hospital or doctor quickly.
Immerse or flood affected area with cold water for 10 to 15 minutes. Bandage lightly
with sterile dressing. Treat for shock if necessary. Get to a hospital or doctor quickly.

